Kids’ Summer Library Events!
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Keep an eye out for exact dates as summer approaches!
Questions? Ask your Librarian! Laure: 214-1158
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✦May—New scavenger hunts!
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✦June—Read-alouds and a summer reading program
(starting June 1), and a kickoff party (June 11)!
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✦July—Write your own stories at our
Story Camp (July 14-18)!
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✦August—Skype with an author!
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Christ Center Reads*
2014 Children’s selection:
The Rise and Fall of Mount
Majestic, by Jennifer Trafton
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Persimmony Smudge longs to
escape her dull life and have heroic
adventures. When a sequence of
small things leads Persimmony to
discover an impossible truth that
threatens her whole island, can she
convince everyone that the danger
is real? This book is beautifully and
excellently written and provides
many opportunities for discussion.
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For a video preview of the book, visit our Facebook page!
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*Christ Center Reads is a brand-new program
intended to get the whole congregation reading and
discussing one book together.
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